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Performance
Data as of February 28, 2022

AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL RETURNS
(as of 12/31/2021)

14.3012.8921.0225.356.79-6.11-1.501.20S&P 1000 Index

13.9511.8220.6927.939.89-5.17-0.031.32R6 Shares - 10/1/2018 | 27801

13.2911.1019.8127.119.10-5.28-0.181.28R2 Shares - 11/3/2008 | 1038

13.9111.7620.6027.909.71-5.21-0.051.31I Shares - 7/31/1998 | 3708
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The performance quoted is past performance and is not a guarantee of future results. Mutual funds are subject to certain market risks. Investment returns and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an
investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than original cost. Current performance may be higher or lower than the performance data shown. For performance current to the most recent month-end, please
call 1-800-480-4111.

25.3512.9825.14-10.3015.3322.49-2.118.5435.8717.40S&P 1000 Index

27.9310.2824.61-13.1814.5521.76-0.999.5236.2917.27R6 Shares - 10/1/2018 | 2780

27.119.3923.70-13.6914.0421.19-1.459.0235.7016.44R2 Shares - 11/3/2008 | 1038

27.9010.0924.57-13.2314.5521.76-0.999.5236.2917.27I Shares - 7/31/1998 | 3708

26.859.2423.67-13.8613.6920.58-1.918.5635.0616.05C Shares - 3/22/1999 | 3707

27.499.8624.25-13.4714.3021.37-1.159.2635.9016.99A Shares - 7/31/1998 | 3705

2021202020192018201720162015201420132012Calendar year returns
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Expenses
Data as of February 28, 2022

0.251.000.351.100.60Net expense (%)
0.351.250.601.380.87Gross expense (%)

R6 SharesR2 SharesI SharesC SharesA SharesAnnual expenses
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Ratings and rankings
Data as of February 28, 2022

Lipper rankings

Category: Small-Cap Core Funds

28(135/496)15(71/496)38(186/496)20(99/496)10 Years
46(331/728)32(233/728)50(360/728)38(276/728)5 Years

24(189/803)37(293/803)25(199/803)39(307/803)29(232/803)3 Years
28(232/845)32(267/845)29(238/845)33(276/845)30(247/845)1 Year

R6R2ICA

The ranking information is provided by Lipper Analytical Services. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Rankings are calculated
based upon the total returns of multiple share classes within their respective Lipper category. Different share classes may have different
rankings.

Morningstar ratings

Category: Small Blend

Not yet rated★★★★/355★★★★★/355★★★★/355★★★★/35510-Year
Not yet rated★★★/538★★★★/538★★★/538★★★/5385-Year
★★★★/602★★★★/602★★★★/602★★★★/602★★★★/6023-Year
★★★★/602★★★★/602★★★★★/602★★★★/602★★★★/602Overall

R6R2ICA

The Overall Morningstar Rating™ for a fund is derived from a weighted average of the performance figures associated with its three-, five-, and
10-year (if applicable) Morningstar Rating metrics. Different share classes may have different ratings.
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Holdings
Data as of February 28, 2022

Ten largest overweights

0.30GMS
0.30NextGen Healthcare
0.30Lantheus
0.31First Horizon
0.31Crane
0.32JetBlue Airways
0.32Innoviva
0.34Exelixis
0.35Builders FirstSource
0.36Central Garden & Pet

Relative Weight (%)Company Name

Ten largest underweights

-0.22Service Corporation International
-0.22Bruker
-0.22Toro
-0.22Western Union
-0.22Olin
-0.23Voya Financial
-0.26Lattice Semiconductor
-0.26Performance Food
-0.29Lamar Advertising
-0.32Graco

Relative Weight (%)Company Name
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Sectors
Data as of February 28, 2022

Sector exposure (excluding cash)

100.00100.00Total
2.622.36Utilities
0.720.66Telecom
3.113.03Systems Hardware
4.525.34Software & Services
4.154.28Semiconductors
7.096.36Retail
9.079.56REITs
2.642.65Pharmaceutical
1.821.48Media
3.933.57Insurance
13.5213.73Industrial Cyclical
7.367.35Health Services & Systems
11.4711.79Finance
3.864.33Energy
3.433.50Consumer Stable
11.2911.08Consumer Cyclical
1.901.65Capital Markets
7.507.30Basic Materials

BenchmarkPortfolio
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Attribution
Data as of February 28, 2022

Performance attribution - One month

AttributionVariationIndexFundOne month

0.090.060.030.090.001.21100.001.29100.00Total
-0.12-0.120.00-4.88-0.26-0.382.62-5.262.36Utilities
-0.09-0.090.00-2.060.130.544.15-1.534.28Semiconductors
-0.09-0.120.03-2.910.477.313.864.404.33Energy
-0.07-0.070.00-1.08-0.730.577.09-0.506.36Retail
-0.07-0.070.00-2.09-0.080.723.11-1.383.03Systems Hardware
-0.05-0.060.01-1.37-0.37-1.123.93-2.493.57Insurance
-0.04-0.040.00-1.120.07-0.433.43-1.553.50Consumer Stable
-0.02-0.030.00-3.56-0.06-2.160.72-5.720.66Telecom
-0.02-0.020.00-0.120.210.6513.520.5313.73Industrial Cyclical
-0.010.00-0.01-0.030.49-1.059.07-1.089.56REITs
0.000.000.000.090.00-0.762.64-0.672.65Pharmaceutical
0.010.010.010.42-0.26-1.131.90-0.711.65Capital Markets
0.020.010.000.10-0.21-0.9511.29-0.8411.08Consumer Cyclical
0.030.030.000.560.821.074.521.635.34Software & Services
0.050.050.003.35-0.340.721.824.071.48Media
0.100.100.000.840.322.7911.473.6311.79Finance
0.110.12-0.011.84-0.208.627.5010.467.30Basic Materials
0.350.350.005.00-0.011.707.366.707.35Health Services & Systems

Total Effect
Selection

Effect
Allocation

Effect
Total Return

Ending
Weight

Total Return
Ending
Weight

Total Return
Ending
Weight
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Attribution
Data as of February 28, 2022

0.030.780.350.74Builders FirstSource
0.030.00-0.040.00Cerence*
0.030.600.200.53Steel Dynamics
0.040.440.290.41Tegna
0.040.530.340.50Exelixis
0.040.00-0.140.00The Chemours*
0.060.350.320.34Innoviva
0.080.05-0.190.06Masimo*
0.080.690.310.53First Horizon
0.140.400.300.25Lantheus

ImpactEnd Weight
Relative
Weight

Average
Weight

Contributors - One month

*Indicates stock underweight or not held during part or all of the analysis period.
-0.030.320.210.33H.B. Fuller
-0.030.00-0.260.00Lattice Semiconductor*
-0.030.00-0.120.00South Jersey Industries*
-0.030.23-0.200.22Alcoa*
-0.040.470.230.50UGI
-0.050.420.250.44MDU Resources
-0.050.450.230.50Genpact Limited
-0.060.500.270.59United Therapeutics
-0.060.320.190.38Goodyear Tire & Rubber
-0.070.00-0.260.00Performance Food*

ImpactEnd Weight
Relative
Weight

Average
Weight

Detractors - One month

*Indicates stock underweight or not held during part or all of the analysis period.
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STATISTICS REPORT: MARKET EXPANSION ENHANCED INDEX FUND

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH INVESTING IN THE FUND:

The price of equity securities may fluctuate rapidly or unpredictably due to factors affecting individual companies, as well as changes in economic or political conditions. These price movements may result in loss of your investment.
Investments in mid cap companies may be riskier, less liquid, more volatile and more vulnerable to economic, market and industry changes than investments in larger, more established companies. Share price changes may be more
sudden or erratic than the prices of other equity securities, especially over the short term.
Investments in smaller companies may be riskier, less liquid, more volatile and more vulnerable to economic, market and industry changes than investment in larger, more established companies. Changes in the price of debt or
equity issued by such companies may be more sudden or erratic than the prices of other securities, especially over the short term.
Investments in derivatives may be riskier than other types of investments. They may be more sensitive to changes in economic or market conditions than other types of investments. Derivatives may create leverage, which could lead
to greater volatility and losses that significantly exceed the original investment.In addition, the Fund may also invest in real estate investment trust (REITS). Investing in REITS is subject to the same risks as direct investments in real
estate. Real estate values rise and fall in response to many factors, including local, regional and national economic conditions, the demand for rental property, and interest rates.

RETURNS:
1The quoted performance of the Fund includes performance of a predecessor fund/share class prior to the Fund's commencement of operations. Please refer to the current prospectus for further information.

ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES:

The Fund’s adviser and/or its affiliates have contractually agreed to waive fees and/or reimburse expenses to the extent Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses (excluding acquired fund fees and expenses, dividend and interest
expenses related to short sales, interest, taxes, expenses related to litigation and potential litigation and extraordinary expenses) exceed 0.60% for A Shares, 0.25% for R6 Shares, 1.10% for C Shares, 0.35% for I Shares and 1.00%
for R2 Shares of the average daily net assets. The Fund may invest in one or more money market funds advised by the adviser or its affiliates (affiliated money market funds). The Fund’s adviser has contractually agreed to waive fees
and/or reimburse expenses in an amount sufficient to offset the fees and expenses of the affiliated money market funds incurred by the Fund because of the Fund’s investment in such money market funds. This waiver is in effect
through 10/31/2022 for A Shares, 10/31/2022 for R6 Shares, 10/31/2022 for C Shares, 10/31/2022 for I Shares and 10/31/2022 for R2 Shares, at which time the adviser and/or its affiliates will determine whether to renew or revise it.
The difference between net and gross fees includes all applicable fee waivers and expense reimbursements.

HOLDINGS:

The top 10 holdings listed exclude cash and money markets. Holdings are subject to change. The holdings listed should not be considered recommendations to purchase or sell a particular security. Each individual security is
calculated as a percentage of the aggregate market value of the securities held in the Fund and does not include the use of derivative positions, where applicable.

MORNINGSTAR AND LIPPER:

The Morningstar RatingTM for funds, or "star rating", is calculated for managed products (including mutual funds, variable annuity and variable life subaccounts, exchange-traded funds, closed-end funds, and separate accounts) with
at least a three-year history. Exchange traded funds and open-ended mutual funds are considered a single population for comparative purposes. It is calculated based on a Morningstar Risk-Adjusted Return measure that accounts for
variation in a managed product's monthly excess performance, placing more emphasis on downward variations and rewarding consistent performance. The top 10% of products in each product category receive 5 stars, the next
22.5% receive 4 stars, the next 35% receive 3 stars, the next 22.5% receive 2 stars, and the bottom 10% receive 1 star. The Overall Morningstar Rating for a managed product is derived from a weighted average of the performance
figures associated with its three-, five-, and 10-year (if applicable) Morningstar Rating metrics. The weights are: 100% three-year rating for 36-59 months of total returns, 60% five-year rating/40% three-year rating for 60-119
months of total returns, and 50% 10- year rating/30% five-year rating/20% three-year rating for 120 or more months of total returns. While the 10-year overall star rating formula seems to give the most weight to the 10-year period,
the most recent three-year period actually has the greatest impact because it is included in all three rating periods.
Rankings do not take sales loads into account.
The ranking information is provided by Lipper Analytical Services. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Rankings are calculated based upon the total returns of multiple share classes within their respective
Lipper category. Different share classes may have different rankings.

INDEXES DEFINED:

Mutual funds have fees that reduce their performance: indexes do not. You cannot invest directly in an index.
The S&P 1000 Index is an unmanaged index generally representative of the performance of the small and mid-size companies in the U.S. stock market. The S&P 1000 Index is a combination of the S&P MidCap 400 and the S&P Small
Cap 600 Index.

ATTRIBUTION:

The attribution summary approximates the gross excess returns of the portfolio and is calculated based on daily holdings which does not represent actual trading, liquidity constraints, fee schedules and transaction costs. It is shown
for illustrative purposes only and is not meant to be representative of actual results.
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Contact JPMorgan Distribution Services, Inc. at 1-800-480-4111 for a fund prospectus. You can also visit us at www.jpmorganfunds.com. Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives
and risks as well as charges and expenses of the mutual fund before investing. The prospectus contains this and other information about the mutual fund. Read the prospectus carefully before
investing.
Total return figures (for the fund and any index quoted) assume payment of fees and reinvestment of dividends (after the highest applicable foreign withholding tax) and distributions. Without fee waivers, fund returns would have
been lower. Due to rounding, some values may not total 100%.
J.P. Morgan Funds are distributed by JPMorgan Distribution Services, Inc., which is an affiliate of JPMorgan Chase & Co. Affiliates of JPMorgan Chase & Co. receive fees for providing various services to the funds. JPMorgan
Distribution Services, Inc. is a member of FINRA.
J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the brand name for the asset management business of JPMorgan Chase & Co and its affiliates worldwide.
If you are a person with a disability and need additional support in viewing the material, please call us at 1-800-343-1113 for assistance.
©JPMorgan Chase & Co., March 2022
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